Large Format Cutters
Not all projects can be cut on standard size trimmers. Designed for larger applications, these cutters are designed to cut larger
amounts of paper with your safety in mind. Each cutter has built in features that will make your cutting task a safe and pleasurable experience. Dahle Large Format Cutters are engineered in Germany and can be found in art departments, custom
frame shops, and print & copy centers.
L.F. Guillotines - Premium Series

Unlike the Pro Series L.F. Guillotines, these trimmers
sit on top of a permanent metal stand and are lockable, to secure the blade and prevent unauthorized
use. A ground, self-sharpening blade makes cutting
matboard, foam core and up to 30 sheets of paper
easy. An acrylic safety shield separates your hands
from the cutting edge to prevent the chance of an injury. A fold up, cut-off shelf provides a place for your
waste. Available in 32" and 43" cutting lengths.

Stack Cutters - Pro Series

Dahle Stack Cutters are manually operated but make
easy work of cutting up to 700 sheets of paper at a
time. Acrylic safety shields can be found on either
side of the blade and will not allow the blade to move
®

while they are in the up position. Once the safety
shield is in place, you have the ability to cut cleanly
though 200, 500 or 700 sheets of paper with very
little effort. This clean burr free cut through such
a large stack of paper is made possible by a ground
Solingen steel blade and a paper clamp that places
even pressure across the entire cutting surface. A selflocking, spindle driven backstop allows for minimal
adjustments to your measurements. These cutters can
be mounted on any secure table surface or on the optional floor stands.

Stack Cutters - Premium Series

With all of the features of the Pro Series, the Premium
Series also includes an ergonomically correct cutting
handle, laser guided accuracy, and the exclusive Au-

tomatic Cutting System. This revolutionary system
provides a one step operation that automatically
clamps and cuts through the material with a single
downward movement of the cutting handle. This is a
tremendous time saver when cutting multiple stacks.
Available in 200 and 700 sheet cutting capacities.
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Cuts up to 30 sheets of paper at a time

Safe - Blade will not fly up or drop down

Stack Cutters-Pro Series

Ground self-sharpening blade made of
Solingen steel is lockable to prevent injury

Versatile - Perfect for cutting mat board &
thicker stacks of paper

200 / 500 / 700 sheet cutting capacity

Cuts large stacks of paper cleanly and evenly

Acrylic safety shield separates hand from blade

Optional laser guide(#797) for added accuracy

Ground Solingen steel blade provides a
clean, burr free cut

Spindle driven, self-locking backstop allows for
minimal adjustments before cutting (846-848)

Manual foot clamp holds work securely in
place and prevents shifting

Lift up "cut off" table squares and supports
work on both sides of the blade

Built in safety covers prevent movement of
the blade until they are down

Optional floor stand ensures proper cutting
height and provides additional storage space

Ergonomically contoured handle reduces
fatigue from repetitive cutting

Integrated floor stand ensures proper cutting
height and provides additional storage space

Channeled paper guide ensures a 90° cut

Shown with optional narrow strip cutting guide

Item
580
585

Cut Length
32"
43"

Capacity
30 Sheets
30 Sheets

Dimensions
36" x 33 ¹⁄2"
53" x 41"

Laser Guide
Item 797
Item 797

Lifetime
Warranty

Manual clamp secures work in place and
provides even pressure to prevent shifting
Item
842
846
848

Cut Length
16 7/8"
16 7/8"
18 5/8"

Capacity
200 Sheets
500 Sheets
700 Sheets

Dimensions
28" x 23 ¹⁄4"
30" x 25 ¹⁄2"
27 ¹⁄2" x 32"

Floor Stand
712
712
718
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200 / 700 sheet cutting capacity

Cuts large stacks of paper cleanly and evenly

Ground Solingen steel blade provides a
clean, burr free cut

Spindle driven, self-locking backstop allows
for minimal adjustments before cutting (858)

Built in safety covers on both sides of the
blade prevent accidental injury

Ergonomically correct handle reduces fatigue
and provides optimal leverage for cutting

Automatic Cutting System holds and cuts
with the downward movement of the handle

Optional floor stand ensures proper cutting
height and provides additional storage space

Laser guide ensures accuracy on every cut
Item
852
858

Cut Length
17 1/8"
18 5/8"

Capacity
200 Sheets
700 Sheets

Table Size
35 ³/4" x 24 ³/4"
47 ¹/2" x 31 ¹/2"

Weight
92 lbs
186 lbs

Floor Stand
752
758
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